
By K.C. COMPTON
Journal Arts Writer

Artists Display 3-D Poetry
Of Sounds, Images, . Words

The "Video As Attitude" show opening this
weekend in both Santa Fe and Albuquerque is what is
known in artistic circles as a MajorShow. Thirteen ofthe world's best and brightest video artists will
present an exhibition dealing exclusively with video
installations - the first show of its kind in thecountry .
The shows, which run through June 26 at the

Museum of New Mexico in Santa Fe and at the
University of New Mexico Art Museum, open with a
performance of "HeSaw Her Burning" by Joan Jonas
at 8 tonight at the Museum of New Mexico. A
symposium featuring a presentation by John
Hanhardt, curator of film and video at the Whitney
Museum of American Art, will take place at 2 p.m .
Saturday in UNM's Rodgy Theatre. The show isfinanced primarily with funds from the NationalEndowment for the -Arts. In the video arena, all thisspells heavyweight'

It is unlikely but possible that you already know a
great deal about vidV art. But you probably don't
know what the show's curator, Patrick Clancy, wants
you to know . For instance, I started to write that thisis a fairly new art form because the video technologyhas been with us for only a couple of decades. But
before my wee fingers could tap out those words onthis keyboard, I felt Clancy mentally swatting my
wrists .
"What I want to do with this show is to introduce awhole new discourse regarding video art, situated

within a sculptural context," Clancy said determined-ly, socking the back of. one hand into the palm of theother like a shortstop determined to catch the next fly
ball. Our conversation was accompanied by the
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`Not a Model for Big Brother's Spy Cycle' - Dieter Froese's Cardboard Video Complex

high-pitched whine of an electfic drill andpunctuated
with an occasional blam-blam of hammers as the
exhibition began to take shape in the museum around
us .
"The idea of video as attitude has to do not only with

a spacial attitude, but it also has to do with a certain
approach to art and to experience that emphasizes
process . The Modernists would say that video art
began in the early 1960s with the invention of the first
portable video recording equipment."
Such an assumption is an easy mistake to make

because it seems so, well, logicaL Au contraire, mon
cher. When youlook at the situation through Clancy's
glasses, you peer back over centuries instead of

decades. Thetechnology of video may have started 20
years ago, but the attitude, the approach to informa-
tion and experience, has been a part ofour culture for
ages.
For instance, in the late 1600s Johannes Zahn

adapted the Arabic idea of magic lanterns, so that a
weather vane on his roof moved a cogged gear that
engaged a circular glass plate with engraved images
on it. As the wind blew, it moved the plate in back of a
flame, which projected moving images into a dar-
kened room. Such technology was the forerunner of
video installations.
The problem with art, according to Clancy, is that

Continued on C-2



Sounds, Images, Words
Make Video 3-1) Poetry

Continued From C-1
there has been a Modernist tendency (the word
Modernist seems to evoke the same emotion in these
artists that communism stirs up for John Birchers) to
view all art as painting. This one-dimensional
approach may be OK for painting, but it is dreadful
for sculptors and most certainly for video artists.
"For me as an artist, the problem in talking about

video in that kind of modernist context was that it
just wasn't the right issue," Chancy said, raising his
voice above the sound ofa second drill thatjoined the
first in ahigh-tech duetjust outside the door. "People
who were using video were using it in a sculptural
sense. They weren't always and only the kind of
people that used video in the sense that a painter in
the past only worked with paints . They make films, do
performance work,make paintings -a whole variety
of forms.
"Video is a very synoptic art form. It includes

sound, image, words, every kind of thing you can
imagine. It has had an impact on painting, sculpture,
all the art forms in the sense that it has opened them
up and has shattered this kind of single dimension
view. Video has created a multi-layered, multi-
dimensional, inclusive experience."
Often in the past, Chancy said, video art has meanta

single-channel video tape functioning as a self-
contained unit. In this show, the key word is video
installations. It's part of that multi-layered approach
Chancy mentioned earlier. In that same'60s upheaval
that made womenresist being treated as sex objects,
sculptors began to complain about their work being
viewed as objects, period. Sculpture was context, not
form, they said . Some of them grew up to be video
artists.
"One thing that began to happen in the '60s with a

lot of artists was that they began to be interested in
the context of the art work, that it 'would not be
situated within a single object, but either multiple
situations or an environment that would be the
context for the experience; that a person would be a
participant in or move through;or that the'sculpture'
would activate the space; in some sense it would be
greater than looking at the condensed, centralized
form that was the object itself. Video became a

_ natural kind of tool in that situation," Chancy said,
"In my recent work, I have become particularly

interested in exploring and exploiting that aspect of
behavior which attributes significance to gesture
beyond thatwhich is obviously true," says Bill Berne,
one of the artists who will exhibit at the Santa Fe
Museum of Fine Arts . "Through the use of surveill-
ance cameras, extras move in and out of the viewers'
frame of reference to form this work."

Juan Downey says that his piece "Signage," alsopart of the Santa Fe show, deals with perceptualphenomena in opposition to signification and culturalcontext. And Gary Hill, who will exhibit "PrimarilySpeaking" in the Albuquerque show, says his work is_ based on a text constructed from idiomatic expres-sions.
He continues, "The individual phrases become .

topological variations and, combined linearly, bore- into the perceiver's stronghold."
For those who may not be absolutely certain they- want their strongholds bored into, the show mayprovide alternative experiences.
"I really think this artis more accessible than otherart forms that necessitate a formal, historicalknowledge of let's say, painting," Chancy said, tryingto find the right words to communicate his sense of .excitement and adventure about the show. "You canthink of it as not only like television in your home thatyou sit in front of and watch; it's a series oftelevisions that you walk through and move around .There are other objects there as well . An event willbe' happpening in that space that you will either be aparticipant in or you'll be discovering and decoding.It's not a high-tech vision of the future at all.'.It's poetry ."
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Steinae experimentalvideo willbe partofthe Video :
As Attitude exhibition opening May 13.
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Albuquerque
Video as attitude . . . not object. That may take

some time to grasp. As Patrick Clancy, curator of this
siir-week video installation and exhibition, explainsit -
"This exhibition has more to to withthe redefinition of
sculpture than anything else."

For the exhibit program, Clancy wrote: "To most
people Video Art' implies a single-channel video tape
which functions as a self-contained work. Although all
of the artists in Video As Attitude use video in the
works presented here, they are also known for work
in performance, sound, books, drawing, sculpture, or
any combination of these media Thi$ exhibition
presents video as a 'component which interacts with
other media in a multi-layered, sculptural context."

The Video As Attitude show contains the
installations and performances of 13 artists from New
Mexico, New York and California. The show opens in
Santa Fe on May 13 at 8 pin with a performance by
Joan Jonas of "He Saw Her Burning," a piece that
incorporates video, dance props and film. Works by
Bruce Nauman, Bill Viola, Francesc Torres, Juan
Downey, and Bill Bierne will be installed in Santa Fe .

The Albuquerque opening will take place on May
14 at 2 pm with a symposium on Video As Attitude,
moderated by Patrick Clancy. Installations will be
those ofSteina and WoodyVasulka, Robert Gaylor, Rita
Myers, Gary Hill, Dieter Froese and Michael Smith.

In an interview with N&R, Clancy expounded on
the concept behind this exhibition, the first ofits kind
in the country.

"Many different attitudes are represented in this
exhibition. Bruce Nauman was one of the first people
to use video in an installation, for the Nicky Wilder
Gallery in LA, in 1969 or'70. It was a corridorpiece with
a camera -a very, very narrow space that you moved
down, and you displaced within the situation .That was
an example ofa wholegenre ofearlyvideoworkwhich
had to do with locus, of how one was located in the
space . It was in, contradiction to notions about
sculpture as a frontal centered object.

"Nauman's work is very innovative, post-mini-
malist work that deals with video in a way that's
different from the way a lot of artists have used it.
Again; not all of these artists would be called 'video
artists'-they vyarkin other media.

When, Steina Vasulka was awarded a solo
exhibition in 1980 in the Museum ofFine Arts biennial
she asked to be able to show her work in the context of
other video artists' new work. About the same time
Patrick Clancy was asked to curate a video exhibition
for the . University Art Museum. This enormous col-
laboration is the result of those two invitations . But
Clancy's stated intentions aside, the many
contributors to the show have their own Intentions-
to explore different modes of perceiving and creating

- -art, everyday reality and the metaphysical. Experience
these artists' constructions and your own attitudes
about video and art will be likely to change . At the very
least, you71 be amused .



Video : Art As Process
V ideo as Attitude, opening May 13

at the Museum of Fine Arts in Santa
Fe and May 14 at the University of

New Mexico Arts Museum in Albuquer-
que, is a rare and unlikely cooperative ex-
hibition that will be happening
simultaneously in both cities for six weeks .
Many years in the making, this event has
received little advance publicity from the
main sponsoring institution, the Santa Fe
Museum, and yet it promises to be a
unique gathering of internationally recog-
nized artists, critics, and curators . Video
as Attitude features the work of 13 artists
from New York, California, and New Mex-
ico who have created sculptural installa-
tions and performance pieces specifically
for this major show . Squeezed amidst this
years Santa Fe Film Festival, the third an-
nual Festival Theatre, 11th Chamber
Music Festival, and the 27th opera
season, it could well be overlooked . It
shouldn't be . It's important, and if current
indicators are correct about the cutback
in exhibitions at the Museum of Fine Arts,
it may be the last really contemporary
endeavor of that poverty stricken institu-
tion for many years to come.
With the emergence of Laurie Anderson

into the mainstream, there is now a vague
awareness of something called "perfor-
mance art" among the general public . In
fact, it was hoped that Andersor} _would
participate in this exhibit, but, as one of
the organizers put it, "She got really
famous on us during the time it took to put
the show together ." And this show was a
long time in coming . The notion of such a
large-scale, complex project arose out of
the Museum's last Biennial (which may
truly have been the last) in 1980 which
was held at the Armory for the Arts . The
well-known video artist . Steina Vasulka
won the "Best of Show" award for her two-
camera, motorized installation, which was
a variation on a series called All Vision .
The prize was to be a solo exhibition at the
Armory . More interested in seeing other
video artists' work, Stema encouraged a
multi-artist show. It was in 1981 that ar-
tist/theoretician Patrick Clancy took up
that baton and has been running with it
ever since . Clancy received a sizeable
grant from the National Endowment for
the Arts and offers of support and en-
couragement from the Santa Fe and Albu-
querque museums . Patrick doesn't speak
about this exhibit so much as a curator as
a participating artist .
In a written statement about the exhibit,

Clancy gives us clues about the orienta-
tion he has had in bringing the show
together :

"Video has had a great impact on us
and is forcing us to reconsider how we
structure information and see the world .
Artists are interested in video as a tool
capable of displaying many kinds of infor-
mation - sound, text, color, image,
language, real time' experience . Video is
a tool which tends to open up form and
create a rich multilayered experience."

"Multilayered" is a continuously re-
curring word in Clancy's vocabulary when
speaking about the show . On April 1 he
was in Santa Fe with another of the
featured artists, Allan Kaprow, who is
credited (whether he likes it or not) with
creating the first "happenings" in New
York City in 1959 . Currently a Professor
at the University of California in San
Diego, Kaprow has been mentor and pro-
vocateur for more than one generation of
younger artists. He has the tweedy,
philosophical look and considered man-
ner of an academic, speaking slowly,
pausing while he nurses his pipe . And, so,
it is somewhat of a surprise when he says,
"I really don't think of art as a distinctive
category except as the background of all
my bad habits . The consequence of my
history is that art is a separate thing -
like shoemaking or drinking tea or
whatever it is . . . The total identity is what
I'm most interested in rather than the
relative difference . I'm not particularly
concerned with art as a part of a history of
specialization ."
Indeed, most of the participating artists

in the exhibition refuse to be categorized .
They all seem to be working as "com-
prehensivists", creating artifacts that are
by-products from the process of discovery .
The seasoned teacher Kaprow puts it this
way : "In the past we tended to think of ob-
jects or things as having a stable ex-
perience, and that what many people
have been doing the last 150 years is mov-



ing away from the thing toward the pro-
cess . And that does not mean products or
objects are obsolete, it only means that
our attitude and use of them has begun to
change to a very flexible, continuous sort
of way."
This emphasis on process is potentially

unsettling to the average museum au-
dience . The university population has
previously been exposed to such work, as
have the small, eager audiences at Santa
Fe's Rising Sun Media Arts Center . It will
be mostly in Santa Fe that the general
public will be introduced to "the use of
video in a sculptural sense and the
spatial, narrative and conceptual roles of
the artist and the viewer himself ." For this
kind of art is completely dependent for its
completion, its endless possibilities for ar-
ticulation, upon the individual who comes
to it . Unlike so much of what is hung on
the walls or placed on pedestals, this work
is active and requires participation .
Because the starting points are percep-

tion, life, the big picture, what you get is
what you are . There is no right way or
wrong way or set way to "understand" this
work . And while that may sound confus-
ing, it is actually very simple . The exer-
cise for those who come to the show is to

Joan Jonas, He SawHer Burning, 1982, Golf Club Dance, installation/performance . (Photoby Francene Keery.)
relax and be prepared to enjoy it . Should
you become engaged, you may spend
more than the normal 2 .5 seconds accord-
ed by the viewer to the average work of
art shuffled past in most museums .

In addition to five sculptural installa-
tions in Santa Fe and the six in Albuquer-
que, there are two performances using the
greater New Mexico outdoors . Kaprow
made his preliminary trip to investigate
the 70 mile stretch between the state's two
principal cities . As Kaprow said, he never

says, "Bierne is doing a piece that in-
volves 'real time' performance . He has
been collecting the newspapers from both
cities for two years . His performance will
be a collage of micro-events enacted
every day in the flow of normal activity on
the Santa Fe Plaza." It will occur at 12:15
p.m . from May 14 to June 26 and be

- .transmitted into the Museum of Fine Arts
to Santa Fe, hence the title Extras. Street
rformance For an Audience Enclosed.

Each day the live performance and the au-dience's reaction will be recorded on
video tape and transmitted to Albuquer-
que via microwave link atop Sandia Crest .Every one of the artists will be in Santa
Fe and Albuquerque on the 13th and
14th . Everything is free to the public ex-cept the opening performance by Joan
Jonas, He Saw Her Burning, which is at 8
p.m . on Friday, the 13th, and will be
followed by a reception for all the artists .
Any one of these artists would make a
solid and substantial one-man show . Clan-

solidifies a piece in advance . "The reason
for that is a point of view about artwork
that you conceive all ready to show, (ver-
sus) creating something in a real situation
with people, with the surroundings, that
are unique to that situation ." Kaprow, who
sees himself as a doer, will perform this
original work between May 16 and 21 .
The other artist working in the community
will be Bill Bierne . Curator Patrick Clancy

Continued on page 24

cy is trying to take full advantage of this
conglomeration of provocative artists and
has scheduled a symposium for the next
day at the university's Rodey Theater
which is in the Fine Arts complex . Clancy
will moderate and John Hanhardt, curator
of film and video of the Whitney Museum
of American Art, will lead off the discus-
sion . Considering the extraordinary
preponderance of video pieces in this
year's Whitney Biennial and the
dependence on "word of mouth" andcritical writing to transmit information
about these art forms, the symposium and
resultant papers will be important . Thefurious activity in the last decade in video
and performance has, by and large, been
confined to either major metropoli or
university communities in Europe and the
United States . According to Clancy, "It isa very complex show . Nothing has ever
been done in this country of this scale with
this kind of work before ."

- MaLin Wilson
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(Video)
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By SUZANNE DEATS

The Museum of Fine Arts in Santa Fe
and the University of New Mexico Art
Museum in Albuquerque are jointly fielding
a major video art exhibition that will run
through June 26 . The show is situated in
both locations-and at points in between
and beyond, which is a logical yet largely
unexplored. fine-art application of the very
nature of video : its capacity to be in more
than one place at a time .
The event was curated and organized by

artist/theoretician Patrick Clancy of Albu-
querque and coordinated by staff members
of the Museum ofNew Mexico in Santa Fe .
Sculptural installations of video works in
both locations will be complemented by
showings of selected tapes, inter-city video
transmissions, and the creation and perfor-
mance of a work examining various
communication links between the two cities
by Allan Kaprow, a pioneer figure in
conceptual art .
To begin the month's activities, Joan

Jonas performed her latest work at St.
Francis Auditorium last Friday night. "He
Saw Her Burning" incorporated video,
dance, props and film in a complex,
multifaceted meditation on modern society .

Jonas' art form is an evolution of
Kaprow's happenings of the '60s, but the
content places it squarely , in the present .
Unlike the . action-packed '60s, with its
clear-cut political myths, the present is
static and ambiguous, and its symbols more
concerned with paralysis than revolution .

Jonas selected two news events from
Berlin, the divided city where she was

Joan Jonas in `He Saw Her Burning' :
residing,# short time ago. In one, a soldier
stole a tank and devastated parts of the city
of Mannheim before driving into a river . In
the other, a woman spontaneously burst
into flames as a witness watched from a car.
In Jonas' multimedia treatment, these two
puzzling episodes became metaphors for
thwarted passions in a world without
substance.

She' constructed these metaphors in a
sculptural manner, by moving alkaround
the events and back and forth in time, using
images that are both direct and allusive.
They piled one atop the other in a
seemingly irrational fashion until the true
irrationality of amodern existence was
clearly delineated . '
No one image was more significant than

another, yet some were strikingly beautiful.
A large red fan and a filmy red dress in
motion suggested fine in a more immediate
way than a filmstrip of real flames would . In
a projected image, two long, horizontal
wooden sticks clacked together,combatively
in front of a white, vertically corrugated

What happened to the happening in the '80s?

wall. Beneath them, Jonas stood in the dark
and raised two large white flags into the
projected image, waving them in the
time-honored gesture of truce . It . was an
unforgettable visualization of the stubborn,
sometimes hopeless hunger for peace .
Another multimedia work incorporating

performance (that can ben seen daring the
show is "Extras : Street Performance for an
Audience Enclosed" by Bill Belrne. This
piece will run Monday through Friday from
12:15 to 12:33 p.m. until June 26, and can be
seen in the new wing ofthe Museum of Fine
Arts .
Other installations include an untitled

piece by Bruce Naumann, consisting of a
corridor and an upside-down room moni-
tored by television cameras. Viewers
interact with what Naumann describes as a
"part of a dream I've tried to reconstruct ."
Seen at an uncrowded moment, it does
function at a dreamlike remove from daily
consciousness .

Additional installations by Bill Viola,
Prancesc Torres and Juan Downey are

shown in the Santa Fe museum, while six
others have works in Albuquerque . Taken
all together, the video art show comprises
an exhibit 'of national significance, with
nationally, recognized artists from New
York and California collaborating with local
people to produce some important firsts in
scale and content.

Curator Patrick Clancy describes the
media in this show as "process-oriented. It
begins to redefine sculpture," he says. "It is
a new discourse, , parallel to painting. It
parallels rather than replaces the object. It
is more meaningful in terms of change and
modern intellectual thought."
Viewers will probably have to work a bit

to absorb the ramifications of this exhibit .
The video/sculpture medium is not brand
new, but it is still young. Unlike cast-bronze
sculpture or film, it does not lend itself to
being collected or to being sold as
entertainment. What it does do is provide
mirrors for the present moment, which is as
good a definition as any for what art has
always done .
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v nosterhasehanged
" ~" burwayof Iife. Aneit

comesasnasurprise
that artists today are turning to the
powerofvideaas theraw matertai
of their art .

VideoasAttitude,on exhibit now
through June26 at SantaFe's Fine
ArtsMuseumandat theUNMArt
Gallery, Albuquerque, is the larg-

t all-video shove mountedin this
entry. It'sa. realmof artwith.a
Itry 20-year history and every

,orkon display bursts with new, .,-
nessanda sense ofadventure . The:
Albuquerque componentofguest -
Curator Patrick Clancy's exhibi-
tion is alittle morelively than our
own; andwell worth a trip down.
The show's title describes the in-

terface between artist andmedi-
um; but it applies equally to the .
viewer.Howyou respond to the
show willprobably depend.onyour
attitude .
Uyou've everleta toddler loose

Ina children's playground, you
knowhis life is oneof brand-new
experiences. Thetoddler has no ex-
pectationsor frame of reference to
color his first encounter witha
ide or teeter-totter. ; Hesimply In-

gates possibilities.- they oc-
r.
So it is with'Video as, Attitude.

edbythese video-installs-
the firsttime,with no pre-

experience Influencing us,
process isoneofexploration
discovery .

only fiveworks installed ia'
santaFe, Videoas Attttudemay
seen tooffer theprospK6 ofa .
quick museum visit . Nothing could

furtherfromthetruth. These
'fiveworks not only occupy gargan-
tuanamounts ofspace, butsorne
present their videomateria
sequentially whicnmeans-staying
with a work for 15 minutes or snore
lust tosee it .
Likea proud Renaissance artist

whohasdiscoveredthe trick of
simulatingthree-dimensional-
space intwodimensions,Sruce
Nauman uses his TVs for spatial
rather than, narrative effect .
Nauman's Untittedinstallationis

a stripped-d6wn game with space
that includesmakinghisviewer
"rain- the gauntlet" downa narrow
glaringly-titcorridor, only to find
himself in a tiny roomoecupled by
two tables, twochairs andtwoTVs.
TheTVscreate gapingtunnelsinto .
space . The viewer Is a participant
in this piece, appearingoneach
monitorvia surveillance cameras.
Approaching atable andchair dis~
playedonaTV hoveringa foot
above the table top, youloin them,
upsidedown .The question, of
course, which way is up?

rancesc Torres' work, Jean's
LostNotebook also demands
time-consuming exploration.

eganfgrouping o ¬ tumbled
building blocks encirclinga replica o$
a ' `taol a,' , T-shaped stone megaliths
touhdon .a Medittu'ranean Island off
the coast of Spain.
Propped this way and thatamong

the ruins are six TVs, like discarded
butwell-preserved relics of the dis-
taot past . Mostscreens present a
straighforwardimage ; but eventtmk
ly,asyouexplore the piece,-you'll din-
cover luridfootage documentingour
century's mania forarmed combat,
This cautionary monument to a dead
culture also includes footage of a^
searing punchthat precipatesa hock-
ey brawl.

	

;
Asecond installation with anovert

message Is one where viewers cluster
to "watch TV,"Juan.Downey's Sig-
nage is installed inapyramid-like
structure, butthework'smain thrust
ies in the interplaybetweenthree vi-
deo-channels, broadcasting; in living
color, action from Egypt, Chile,and
NewYork .
Camels,pyramidsandtheserene

sphinx are featured here, but it won't
makeyou feel fake visiting. Downey's
tapescontrastsceniefootagewith a
bodge-podge ofsymbols generated by
the advertising media .Graceful bier=
oglyphics are intercut with adefecat-
tug dog. Footage ofthe artist disfigur-
ing hisown drawingputs the finishing
touch to his picture of Insensitivity to
ourworld. -

MOAi6vertly da
IYWaWif Bill views

1Vaofthe Cross, asort
horrors:wtthahappyending, During
thetabcentury, thespanish mystic
was imprisonedby. opponents to his
monastic reforms. The poems he
rotewlgW Ina stateofextremesen-

sory deprivation are soene .of themost
transcendent inWesternculture.
HereViola masterfully simulates

the calm of the poet's soul within his
suffering body : The large, darkened
spate, filled witha roar ofsoundand
dizzying projections ofwlnd~
mountains, assaultsanddisorients
theviewer ::Within the tiny,vteit-lit
cell standing in thecenter ofthe larg-
er space, St:John's poems pour forth
in alitany of lyricimages .
Asitoprove anunhappyfact we all

combatdaily--that life with ma-
chines is anever-ending battle for su-
premacy - BillBeirne's; Extras :
StreetPerformance foranAudience

	

-
Enclosed was stalled by technical
difficulties earlier thisweek and had
notprogressed beyond the scene-set
tangphase ;,
"- Beirne's workis adramatic mini-
series tobeperformed by a dozen lo-
cal actors and actresses, based on in-
formation about this area gleaned -
fromlocal newspapers. Wading
through acresof print from threepa-
pers, Beirne distilled his information
dawnto a handful ofinscrutable
events.:His, scenes raage from the .
theft of awristwatch at Penn Galler-
ies to,the selling of atomic secrets on
Castillo Bridge .Ouronly choice?
To stay tuned . . .


